High-end Homegoods

This large rack project included a phased installation so that the customer could begin to use completed sections of pallet rack while other sections were being installed. Wide-aisle, narrow aisle and double-deep designs were used to provide customer with the storage required.

Project Objective

Supply high-quality selective pallet rack system (with pallet supports and guard rail) on a timely basis to meet a tight installation schedule. Manage equipment manufacturer relationship and coordinate production schedules with customer’s on-site personnel. This was a phased installation and customer required the ability to utilize the rack system as sections were completed.

Project Scope

All material used on this project was supplied by DAK Equipment & Engineering. In addition, verification of customer’s in-house engineering, logistical management of 168 truckloads of material, and on-site technical support was provided by DAK in conjunction with USA, Inc.
Project Data

Distribution Center for Housewares and Furniture

Building Square Feet: 1,100,000
Pallet Positions: 69,230
Outbound Shipments: 200 truckloads per day

Solutions Used:

- Interlake Selective Rack System (seven levels) with Pallet Supports
- Guard rail to protect all row ends

Wide-aisle, narrow aisle and double-deep designs were used to provide customer with the storage required.